Pictures
Quotes

- “War is peace. Freedom is slavery. Ignorance is strength.”

- “All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.”

- “If you want to keep a secret you just also hide it from yourself.”
Biography

● George Orwell was born Eric Arthur Blair on June 25, 1903 in eastern India.
● His dad was a British colonial civil servant.
● He got his education at Eton.
● He had a few jobs before he became a writer.

● George Orwell traveled a lot which inspired a lot of his books.
● His first book was 'Down and Out in Paris and London', published in 1933.
● His more popular books are Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-four
Animal Farm summary

1. “All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.”

2. Animal farm is about communism. The animals start out as animals and after a while they start making up Laws. They also started trading with other farms. At one point the animals started to walk and talk and even live in the farm house. This about is also about how Russia runs there country and how they treat their people and how greedy they are.
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